CHAPTER 1

3) 1:24,000 Is An Example Of What Kind Of Scale?: Fractional Scale
4) If The Scale Of A Map Is 1:24,000, Then 1 Inch On The Map Represents _______ FEET On Earth's Surface.: 2,000
5) Which Map Would Have The Smallest Scale?: World
6) A System For Transferring Locations From A Globe To A Flat Map Is: Projection.
7) Distortion Is Especially Severe On: Small-Scale Maps.
8) The Acquisition Of Data About Earth's Surface From A Satellite Orbiting The Planet Or From Another Long-Distance Method Is.: Remote Sensing
9) A Computer System That Stores, Organizes, Retrieves, Analyzes, And Displays Geographic Data Is: GIS.
10) The First Person To Use The Word Geography Was: Eratosthenes.
11) The Name Given To A Portion Of Earth's Surface Is Known As: Toponym.
12) Situation Identifies A Place By It's: Location Relative To Other Objects.
13) Site Identifies A Place By Its: Unique Physical Characteristics.
14) New York City's ________ Is Approximately 100 Miles Northeast Of Philadelphia And 100 Miles Southwest Of Boston.: Situation
15) What Is True Of Meridians? Every Meridian Is The Same Length And Has The Same Beginning And End.
16) A Ship's Position Is Given As 0 Degrees Latitude And 27 Degrees West Longitude. We Can Conclude From This Information That The Ship Is Located: On The Equator
17) The Hulk Of A Ship Lies On The Ocean Floor At 41°46'N And 50°14'W. These Coordinates Tell Us That The Ship Is Located In The: Atlantic Ocean.
18) Santa Fe, New Mexico Is In The Mountain Time Zone, Whereas Tampa, Florida, Is In The Eastern Time Zone. If It Is 1 A.M., Monday, In Tampa, What Time Is It In Santa Fe?: 11 P.M. Sunday
19) A Business Executive Calls From New York (Which Is Located At 75°W) At 6 P.M. On Tuesday To Sydney, Australia (Which Is Located At 150°E). What Time Is It In Sydney?: 9 A.M. Wednesday
20) Greenwich Mean Time Is Measured From: 0 Degrees Longitude.
21) The International Date Line Is Measured Approximately From: 180 Degrees Longitude.
22) The South Is Established As A Region Of The United States: Vernacular
23) Holland Converted The Zuider Zee Into A Fresh Water Lake By Using: Dikes
24) The Concept That The Distribution Of One Phenomenon Is Scientifically Related To The Location Of Other Phenomena Is: Spatial Association
25) The Arrangement Of A Phenomenon Across Earth's Surface Is: Spatial Distribution
26) An Area Distinguished By One Or More Unique Characteristics Is A: Region
27) Which Is Not An Example Of A Functional Region?: The Area Dominated By A Particular Crop
28) The Division Of The United States Into Nine Regions By The Census Bureau Is An Example Of A: Formal Region
29) In Maryland, High Rates Of Cancer Are Found In The: Eastern Rural Areas
30) The Frequency Of Something Within A Given Unit Of Area Is: Density
31) The Spread Of Something Over A Given Study Area Is: Concentration
32) The Spatial Distribution Created By The U.S. Land Ordinance Of 1785 Is An Example Of: Pattern.
33) The Population Of The United States Is Approximately 290 Million, And The Land Area Is Approximately 9 Million Square Kilometers. The Arithmetic Density Of The United States Is Approximately: 30 Persons Per Square Kilometer
34) A Hearth Is: A Region From Which A Phenomenon Originates
35) Diffusion Of AIDS Is An Example Of Which Type Of Diffusion?: Contagious
36) Economic Development Through International Trade Is An Example Of What Type Of Diffusion?: Relocation
37) If A Group Of People Migrated From Papua, New Guinea To North America And Adopted Western Cultural Habits, This Would Be An Example Of: Acculturation.
38) Which Of The Following Is A Fundamental Element Of Culture?: Customary Beliefs, Material Traits, And Social Forms
39) Elements Of Globalization Do Not Include: Maintaining Local Traditions
41) What Is Not A Common Practice Of Transnational Corporations?: Relocate Command Centers From More Developed Countries
42) Culture Means.: To Care About Something, Take Care Of Something
43) According To Environmental Determinism.: The Physical Environment Causes Social Development
44) The Concept That The Physical Environment Limits Human Actions, But That People Have The Ability To Adjust To The Physical Environment Is: **Possibilism**.

45) A Polder Is: **A Piece Of Land Created By Draining Water From An Area**.

46) Globalization Of The Economy Has: **Heightened Economic Differences Among Places**.

47) The Barrier Islands Of Florida Are: **Attractive Locations For Homes And Recreation And Large Sandbars That Shield The Mainland From Flooding And Storm Damage**.

48) Distribution Refers To The Arrangement Of Observable Phenomena Across Earth.:

49) The Frequency Of A Phenomenon In A Given Study Area Is Known As Density.:

50) Parallels Converge At The North And South Poles.:

51) The Numbering System Used To Indicate The Location Of Meridians Is Called Latitude.:

52) For Each 15° Change In Longitude, Time Changes By One Hour.:

53) A High Degree Of Dispersion Within An Area Indicates High Density.:

54) A New Piece Of Land Created By Draining The Area Is Called A Polder.:

55) Geographers Reject Environmental Determinism For Possibilism.:

56) The Communication Revolution That Promotes Globalization Of Culture Also Permits Preservation Of Cultural Diversity.:

57) Globalization Of The Economy Has Led To More Specialization At The Local Level.:

58) Every Map Projection Distorts The Surface Of Earth In Some Way.:

59) Regions Are Found Only Where Physical And Economic Characteristics Are Strongly Related.:

60) Density Measures The Amount Of Something Per Unit Of Area On Earth's Surface.:

61) The Spread Of A New Fashion First In Large Cities, And Later To Smaller Towns Is An Example Of Expansion Diffusion.:

62) The Idea That The Physical Environment Limits Human Actions But That People Have The Ability To Adjust To That Environment Is Called Possibilism.:

63) List The Four Ways To Indicate Location.:

64) Oxford, Ohio, Is Located Five Miles East Of The Indiana State Line And Thirty-Five Miles Northwest Of Cincinnati. This Is An Example Of Which Of The Four Ways Of Indicating Location?: **Situation**.

65) The Frequency Of A Phenomenon Over A Given Study Area Is Defined As ________:

66) The Frequency Of Occurrence Of A Phenomenon In A Given Unit Of Area Is Defined As ________:

67) Assume That The Scale Of A Map Is 1:24,000. This Means That One INCH On The ________ Represents ________ FEET On The ________:

   **Map; 2,000; Earth**
68) Written Scale And Representative Fraction Are Two Ways To Express Map Scale. What Is The Third Way To Indicate Scale?: **Bar Line (Or Graphic Scale)**

69) If Someone Said That People Living In The Desert Are Lazy Because Of The Intense Heat, This Would Be An Example Of What Geographic Approach? If Someone Said That Human Occupation Is Limited In The Desert Because Of Intense Heat, But That Humans Have Adapted To Living In The Desert Through The Use Of Air Conditioning, This Would Be An Example Of What Geographic Approach?: **Environmental Determinism; Possibilism**

70) What Are The Three Kinds Of Regions That Geographers Identify? The Signal Area Of Radio Station WOXY Is An Example Of Which Of These Three Kinds Of Regions?: **Uniform; Functional; Vernacular; Functional**

71) Geographers Draw Two Types Of Lines (Or Arc) On Maps To Indicate Location. The Lines (Or Arcs) Drawn Between The North And South Poles Are Known As _________. The Circles Drawn Parallel To The Equator Are Known As _________: **Meridians (Or Lines Of Longitude); Parallels (Or Lines Of Latitude)**

---

**CHAPTER 2**

1) A Country With A Large Amount Of Arable Land And A Small Number Of Farmers Will Have A: **Low Agricultural Density.**

2) A Crude Birth Rate Of Approximately 10 Per 1,000 Is Typical Of A Country In Which Stage Of The Demographic Transition?: **Stage 4**

3) A Decline In A Country's Crude Birth Rate Would Result In An Increase In The Country’s: **Doubling Time.**

4) Among World Countries, The Spread Between The Highest And Lowest Crude Death Rates Is ________ Than The Spread Between The Highest And Lowest Crude Birth Rates.: **Less**

5) China's One Child Policy Has Resulted In A Substantial Decline In All But Which Of The Following?: **Doubling Time**

6) Costa Rica Has A Lower Crude Death Rate Than Sweden Because Costa Rica: **Has A Lower Percentage Of Elderly People.**

7) Country X Has A Crude Birth Rate Of 40 And A Crude Death Rate Of 15, While Country Y Has A Crude Birth Rate Of 20 And A Crude Death Rate Of 9. Which Country Has A Higher Natural Increase Rate?: **Country X**
8) Country X has a crude birth rate of 40 and a crude death rate of 15. In what stage of the demographic transition is this country? : **Stage 4**

9) England's population pyramid would most likely resemble that of: **Denmark.**

10) For every 1,000 babies born in Mozambique this year, nearly 150 of them will die before they reach their first birthday. The rate of 150 deaths per 1,000 births is known as the: **Infant Mortality Rate.**

11) Geographers define overpopulation as: **Too Many People Compared To Resources.**

12) Human beings avoid all but which of these regions?: **Warm Lands**

13) If the physiological density is much larger than the arithmetic density, then a country has: **A Small Percentage Of Land Suitable For Agriculture.**

14) In comparing Malthus's theory to actual world food production and population growth during the past half-century, the principal difference is that: **Actual Food Production Has Been Much Higher Than Malthus Predicted.**

15) In contrast to the experience of more developed countries, less developed countries entered stage 2 of the demographic transition through: **Diffusion Of Medical Technology From Other Countries.**

16) India and the United Kingdom have approximately the same arithmetic density. From this we can conclude that the two countries have the same: **Number Of People Per Area Of Land.**

17) India's most controversial family planning program has been to: **Sterilize People.**

18) Land suited for agriculture is called: **Arable Land.**

19) Life expectancy is lowest in: **Africa.**

20) More developed countries moved from stage 1 to stage 2 of the demographic transition 200 years ago in part because of: **Invention Of New Technology.**

21) Most people live in cities in which of these regions?: **Western Europe**

22) Of the following four countries, the highest natural increase rate is found in: **Uganda.**

23) Of the following four countries, the lowest crude birth rate is found in: **Denmark.**

24) One important feature of the world's population with the most significant future implications is that: **The Most Rapid Growth Is Occurring In The Less Developed Countries.**

25) Physiological density is the number of: **Persons Per Area Suitable For Agriculture.**

26) Rapidly declining crude death rates are found in which stage of the demographic transition?: **Stage 2**

27) Relatively few people live at high elevations, but there are significant exceptions, especially in: **Latin America.**
28) The Annual Global Population Growth Rate Increased Approximately Ten Thousand Years Ago Because Of The: *Agricultural Revolution.*

29) The Annual Global Population Growth Rate Increased Approximately Two Hundred Years Ago Because Of The: *Industrial Revolution.*

30) The Annual Natural Increase Rate Is Currently Approximately: *1.25 Percent.*

31) The Average Number Of Births Women Bear In Their Lifetimes Is: *Total Fertility Rate.*


33) The Highest Crude Death Rates Are Found In Countries In Which Stage Of The Demographic Transition?: *Stage 1*

34) The Highest Natural Increase Rates Are Found In Countries In Which Stage Of The Demographic Transition?: *Stage 2*

35) The Low Rate Of Contraceptive Use In Africa Reflects The Region's: *Low Status Of Women.*

36) The Lowest Crude Birth Rates Are Found In Countries In Which Stage Of The Demographic Transition?: *Stage 4*

37) The Medical Revolution Has Been Characterized By: *Diffusion Of Medical Practices.*

38) The Most Populous Country In The Southeast Asia Region Is: *Indonesia.*


40) The Percentage Of People Who Are Too Young Or Too Old To Work In A Society Is The: *Dependency Rate.*


42) The Principal Reason For Declining Natural Increase Rates In Less Developed Countries Today Is: *Declining Crude Birth Rates.*


44) The Total Number Of Live Births Per Year Per 1,000 People In A Society Is The: *Crude Birth Rate.*

45) The World's Largest Concentration Of People Is Located In: *East Asia.*

46) The World's Population In 1995 Was Approximately 6 Billion And Was Expected To Reach 12 Billion In Approximately 45 Years. The Period Of 45 Years Is Known As: *Doubling Time.*

47) The World's Population Is Clustered In Five Regions. Which Of The Following Is Not One Of These Five Regions?: *Sub-Saharan Africa*

48) Thomas Malthus Concluded That: *The World's Rate Of Population Increase Was Higher Than The Development Of Food Supplies.*

49) To Study Fertility, Geographers Most Frequently Use The: *Crude Birth Rate.*
50) Which Of The Following Rates Are Not Typically Found To Be Low In Less Developed Countries?:  
   - *Crude Death Rate*

**CHAPTER 3**

1) ________________ Customs Are More Likely Than ________________ Customs To Rapidly Diffuse Through Modern Communication Systems: *Popular, Folk*

2) A Country Has Net Immigration If Emigration ________ Immigration: *Is Less Than*

3) A Permanent Move To A New Location Is: *Migration*

4) A Repetitive Act Performed By An Individual Is A: *Habit*

5) A Restriction On Behavior Imposed By Social Custom Is A: *Taboo*

6) A Taboo Against Pork Is A Characteristic Of Which Religions?: *Judaism, Islam*

7) Americans' Preferences For Vegetables Vary According To: *Seasonal Availability*

8) As They Have More Contact With ________________ Culture, Women In Less Developed Countries Are More Likely To Gain More Opportunities Outside The Home: *Popular*

9) China's One Child Policy Has Resulted In A Substantial Decline In Many Measurements Such As Crude Birth Rate, Etc, But Not In: *Doubling Time*

10) Communist Control Of Eastern Europe Caused Many People To Emigrate To The West. The Berlin Wall Was Built Because Communist Eastern Governments Feared Losing: *Workers*

11) Compared To Other Mexicans, Approximately Half Of The Illegal Mexican Immigrants To The United States Are More Likely To Be ____________________ Educated: *Less*

12) Current Intraregional Migration Trend In The United States Is From ______________ To ______________: *Urban, Suburban*

13) Features Of The U.S. Landscape, Such As Gas Stations, Supermarkets, And Motels, Promote A: *Uniform Landscape*

14) Folk Cultures Are Spread Primarily By ____________________ Diffusion: *Relocation*

15) Folk Songs Are Distinguished From Popular Songs Because They Tell About: *A Story About Daily Activities*

16) For Every 1,000 Babies Born In Mozambique This Year, Nearly 150 Of Them Will Die Before They Reach Their First Birthday. The Rate Of 150 Deaths Per 1,000 Births Is Known As The: *Infant Mortality Rate*
17) In Comparing Malthus's Theory To Actual World Food Production And Population Growth During The Past Half-Century, The Principal Difference Is That ___________________________ Has Been Much Higher Than Malthus Predicted.: **Food Production**

18) In Contrast To ___________ Culture, ___________ Culture Is Typical Of Large Heterogeneous Groups: **Folk, Popular**

19) In The United States, What Is Likely To Cause Virtually All Population Growth In The Next Couple Of Decades?: **Net Immigration**

20) India's Most Controversial Family Planning Program Has Been To: **Force Sterilization**

21) List 2 Aspects Geographers Are Concerned About With The Distribution Of Television Service?: **Number Per Capita, Government Control Of Media, And How Long They've Had TV**

22) List 3 Factors In Distinguishing Different Folk Housing Types In The United States: **New England Has Saltbox Houses, Middle Atlantic Has Functional Houses, The South Has Small Houses On Raised Platforms**

23) List 4 Differences Between Folk Culture And Popular Culture: **Folk Is Local, Popular Is Global, The Hearth Can Be Traced In Popular Culture But Not In Folk, Folk Uses Relocation Diffusion, Popular Uses Hierarchial**


25) Many Less Developed Countries Fear The Loss Of ________________ Culture Because Western Perspectives May Become More Dominant: **Local**

26) Millions Of West Africans Who Migrated To Nigeria During The 1970s, When The Country's Economy Expanded, Were Expelled During The 1980s, When The Country's Economy Declined. This Is An Example Of: **A Pull Factor Changing To A Push Factor**

27) Most Asians Are Currently Migrating To The United States Through The Process Of ________________ Migration: **Chain**

28) One Significant Impact Of Popular Culture Is To Modify The ________________ Environment: **Cultural**

29) Opening Of A New Factory Would Be Considered A Migration ________________ Factor: **Pull**

30) People Are Forced To Migrate Primarily Because Of Which Factor?: **Political**

31) Pioneer Farmers Settling The Grasslands Of The American West Often Built Houses Of Sod, While Early Settlers Of The Eastern Forest Built Wooden Structures Like Log Cabins. This Suggests That Building Materials: **Were Not Good/Scarce**

32) Popular Customs Most Frequently Originate In ________________ Developed Countries: **More**

33) Rapidly Declining Crude Death Rates Are Found In Which Stage Of The Demographic Transition?: **Stage 2**
34) Refugees Migrate Primarily Because Of Which Type Of Push Factor?: Political
35) The Brazilian Government Encouraged Interregional Migration By?: Changing The Capital To Brasilia
36) The Choice Of Clothing In Western Countries Is Strongly Influenced By Occupation, Level Of ____________________, And Knowledge Of Fashion Elsewhere: Income
37) The Diffusion Of Jeans Is A Good Example Primarily Of ________________ Culture: Popular
38) The Frequent Repetition Of An Act, To The Extent That It Becomes Characteristic Of A Group Of People Is A: Custom
39) The Largest Interregional Migration In The United States Of African-Americans Has Been From ________________ To ________________: South, North
40) The Largest Number Of Legal Immigrants To The United States Come From What Country?: Mexico
41) The Largest Number Of Undocumented Immigrants To The United States Come From What Country?: Mexico
42) The Largest Numbers Of Recent Immigrants To The United States Are?: Mexicans
43) The Low Rate Of Contraceptive Use In Africa Reflects What About The Region's Status Of Women?: Low Social Standing, Poor Education
44) The Main Effect Of Modern Communications On Social Customs Has Been To ________________ The Similarity Of Social Customs In Different Locations: Increase
45) The Most Important House Style In The United States Since The 1960s Is Known As: Mid-Atlantic
46) The Number Of Television Sets Per Person Is Greatest In?: Europe
47) The Percentage Of People Who Are Too Young Or Too Old To Work In A Society Is The: Dependency Rate
49) The Shape Of A Country's Population Pyramid Is Determined Primarily By?: Crude Birth Rate
50) The Spatial Distribution Of Soccer During The Twentieth Century Is An Example Of: Relocation Diffusion
51) The U.S. Center Of Population Has Moved Steadily To The: Sunbelt And Far West
52) The Use Of A Horse And Buggy By The Amish In The United States Is An Example Of ________________ Culture: Folk
53) Thomas Malthus Concluded That The World's Rate Of Population Increase Was Higher Than The Development Of: Food
54) What Factors Usually Induce Voluntary Migration?: Economic
55) What Is A Physical Feature, Such As A Body Of Water, Which Hinders Migration?: **Intervening Obstacle**

56) What Is Increased Migration To Rural Areas And Small Towns?: **Rural Migration**

57) What Is The Large-Scale Emigration Of Talented People?: **Brain Drain**

58) What Is The Most Prominent Type Of Intraregional Migration In The World?: **Rural To Urban**

59) What Typical Characteristics Of Popular Culture Does The Distribution Of Alcohol Consumption In The United States Display?: **Media**

60) What Usually Originate From Familiar Events In Daily Life.: **Folk Cultures/Customs**

61) Which Type Of Culture Typically Results In A More Uniform Cultural Landscape?:**Popular**

62) Why Do Many People Maintain Their Folk Culture Despite Familiarity With Popular Culture?: **Meant To Keep Unique Customs**

63) Why Is Alcohol Consumption Relatively Low In Utah?: **Not Commodified**

64) The Ability To Move From One Location To Another Is: **Migration**

### CHAPTER 4

1) A Repetitive Act Performed By An Individual Is A: **Habit**

2) A Restriction On Behavior Imposed By Social Custom Is A: **Taboo**

3) A Taboo Against Pork Is A Characteristic Of: **Judaism And Islam**

4) Americans’ Preferences For Vegetables: **Vary According To What Is Grown Locally**

5) An Example Of A Folk Custom Used To Diffuse Information About Agriculture Is: **Vietnamese Songs**

6) Answer: A: **Tell A Story About Daily Activities**

7) As They Have More Contact With Popular Culture, Women In Less Developed Countries Are More Likely To: **Gain More Opportunities Outside The Home**

8) China Produces A Relatively Large Amount Of Pork Compared To The Countries Of South Asia Primarily Because: **Buddhists Don't Have A Taboo Against Pork Consumption.**

9) Clothing Became A Powerful Symbol In Iran, In Part Because: **Moderate Leaders Wore Western-Style Business Suits**

10) Features Of The U.S. Landscape, Such As Gas Stations, Supermarkets, And Motels: **Promote A Uniform Landscape**

11) Folk Cultures Are Spread Primarily By: **Relocation Diffusion**

12) Folk Customs Usually Originate From: **Familiar Events In Daily Life**
13) Geographers are concerned with the distribution of which of the following aspects of television service?: Number of receivers per capita, method of government control, year service was adopted (all of the above)

14) In contrast to folk culture, popular culture is typical of: Large heterogeneous groups

15) In contrast to popular culture, folk cultures are more likely to vary: From place to place at a given time

16) In the US, the number of golf courses per person is highest in: The North Central States, where there is a long tradition of playing golf

17) In which state would alcohol consumption be relatively low?: Utah

18) Little wine is produced in Asia primarily because: Religious taboos discourage consumption

19) Major hearths of US country music include all but which of the following?: Southwestern Texas

20) Many less developed countries fear the loss of folk culture because: Western perspectives may become more dominant

21) One impact of large-scale consumption of chicken in more developed countries is to: Make inefficient use of the world's grain supplies

22) One significant impact of popular culture is to: Modify the physical environment

23) People maintain their folk culture despite familiarity with popular culture primarily because of: Strong desire to preserve unique customs

24) Pioneer farmers settling the grasslands of the American West often built houses of sod, while early settlers of the eastern forest built wooden structures like log cabins. This suggests that building materials: Are strongly influenced by local resources.

25) Popular culture and folk culture can both result in a higher level of: Extinction of animal species, demand for raw materials, consumption of animal products (all of the above)

26) Popular customs are more likely than folk customs to: Rapidly diffuse through modern communication systems

27) Popular customs most frequently originate in: More developed countries

28) Rapid diffusion of popular culture: Encourages people in different places to adopt different customs, depends on modern communication systems, is an example of relocation diffusion (all of the above)

29) The choice of clothing in western countries is strongly influenced by: Occupation, level of income, knowledge of fashion elsewhere (all of the above)

30) The current distribution of soccer demonstrates that: A folk custom can become a part of a popular culture

31) The diffusion of jeans is a good example primarily of the: Diffusion of popular culture
32) the distribution of alcohol consumption in the United States displays all but which of these typical characteristics of popular culture?: uniform distribution across the landscape

33) The distribution of the subjects of art in the Himalayas shows how folk cultures: are influenced by distinctive vegetation, climate, and religion.

34) The frequent repetition of an act, to the extent that it becomes characteristic of a group of people is a: custom

35) the geographer Vidal de la Bache regarded food supply as: the folk custom most closely tied to a particular climate, the best available example of a folk custom, less subject to modification than the clothing and weapons(all of the above)

36) the main effect of modern communications on social customs has been to: increase the similarity of social customs in different locations

37) the most important house style in the US since the 1960s is known as: neo-eclectic

38) the number of television sets per person is greatest in: Europe

39) the spatial distribution of soccer during the twentieth century is an example of: popular culture

40) the use of a horse and buggy by the Amish in the United States is an example of a: folk culture

41) The Yuan and Shan peoples in northern Thailand sleep with their heads towards the east: to avoid the direction of death and evil spirits

42) Today, house types in the US are distinguished by all but which of the following?: they can still be divided into three distinct regions

43) typically, popular culture: diffuses rapidly to many locations

44) Which concept is the contemporary geographer likely to reject? the physical environment causes people to adopt social customs.

45) which element of the local physical environment is important for wine production?: climate, soil, topography (all of the above)

46) which of the following characteristics is more typical of popular culture than a folk couture?: it results in a more uniform landscape

47) Which of the following is not a distinctive characteristic of the physical environment related to wine? vineyards must be planted on flat land.

48) Which of the following is not an important factor in distinguishing different folk housing types in the US?: climate in which the structure is built

49) Which of the following is not an important source area for U.S. House types?: northeast
CHAPTER 5

1) A literary traditions the written form of a language

2) A form of a language spoken in a local area is a dialect

3) A group of languages that share a common origin but have since evolved into individual languages is a language branch

4) A group of languages that share a common ancestor before recorded history is a language family

5) The second-largest language family is Sino-Tibetan

6) When languages are depicted as leaves on trees, the roots of the trees below the surface represent possible prehistoric super families

7) When languages are depicted as leaves on trees, the trunks of the trees represent language families

8) Germanic invaders of England included all but which tribe? Normans

9) Both the Angles and the Normans contributed to the development of the English language, because they invaded England

10) English is the most important language in North America primarily because of the diffusion of English colonies

11) The first speakers of the language that evolved into English were tribes that lived in present-day Denmark

12) English is part of which language family? Indo-European

13) English is part of which language branch? Germanic

14) English is part of which language group? West Germanic

15) Which group of the Germanic family is extinct? East Germanic
16) The Icelandic language has changed less than any other Germanic language because of Iceland's relative isolation from other places.

17) When people who speak a given language migrate to a different location and become isolated from other members of their tribe, isolation usually results in the differentiation of one language into two.

18) Which of these is not a Romance Language? Romanian

19) The language spoken by soldiers stationed throughout the Roman Empire was known as Vulgar Latin.

20) The most widely spoken language in Brazil is Portuguese.

21) A creolized language is a mix of indigenous and colonial languages.

22) The most widely spoken Indo-European language is English.

23) The four most frequently spoken branches of Indo-European include all but Celtic.

24) The two most important languages in South America are Portuguese and Spanish.


26) The Flemings and Walloons speak languages belonging to different language branches.

27) Official languages of Switzerland include all but which of the following? Flemish.

28) Urdu is the most important language of Pakistan.

29) Russian is part of what language branch? Balto-Slavic.

30) Celtic Languages all of the above.

31) Recent evidence points to the first speakers of the Indo-European language as the ancient Kurgans.

32) The Kurgans may have been the first speakers of an Indo-European language.

33) Basque is spoken primarily in the Pyrenees Mountains.

34) According to Renfrew's Anatolian hearth theory, Indo-European languages diffused across Europe with the diffusion of agriculture.

35) The two largest language families in the world are Sino-Tibetan and Indo-European.
36) The language family encompassing the languages of the People's Republic of China is **Sino-Tibetan**.

37) The language spoken by the greatest number of people in the world is **Mandarin**.

38) Chinese is written in the form of **ideograms**.

39) Hebrew is an example of **a revived language**.

40) An *Indo-European language* is spoken in which of these European countries? **Bulgaria**.

41) The second most widely spoken language family in Europe is **Uralic**.

42) The large number of individual languages documented in Africa has resulted primarily from **thousands of years of isolation between tribal groups**.

43) The most important language family in Sub-Saharan Africa is **Niger-Congo**.

44) African languages are distinguished by the fact that **few are spoken by more than one million people**.

45) A lingua franca is **a language that is mutually understood by people who have different native languages**.

46) Dialects developed within England primarily because **different Germanic invaders settled in different regions**.

47) British and American English differ in all but which of the following? **alphabet**.

48) Immigrants to which American colonies had the most diverse backgrounds? **Middle Atlantic**.

49) An isogloss is **a boundary between language regions**.

50) Franglais is **the use of English in the French language**.

51) The Angles, Jutes, and Saxons were Celtic tribes who invaded England 1500 years ago.: **False**

52) English was spread around the world through the establishment of British colonies.: **True**

53) Icelandic has probably changed less over time than any other Germanic language.: **True**

54) Nearly half the people in the world speak an *Indo-European language*: **True**

55) Switzerland has four official languages.: **True**

56) Germanic, Romance, and Latin are all branches of *Indo-European*: **False**
57) The first speakers of Indo-European were the Kurgans.: True
58) Indo-European divided into different branches because of isolation of different speakers.: True
59) Basque is the only non-Indo-European language currently spoken in Europe.: False
60) The most popular language in China is Cantonese.: False

Chapter 6

1) Cremation is more important than burial in which religion?
   a. Buddhism
   b. Christianity
   c. Hinduism
   d. Islam

2) The dominant branch of Islam is
   a. Druze
   b. Eastern Orthodox
   c. Shiite
   d. Sunni

3) From the Russian Revolution to the fall of the communist government, what was the policy of the government towards religion?
   a. all churches were closed
   b. the old church was replaced by Eastern Orthodox
   c. churches remained open but played a limited role
   d. youth were encouraged to attend so that they could be indoctrinated into communism

4) Animists believe that
   a. people should complete God's creation of the Earth
b. **Inanimate objects and natural events have spirits**

c. people should make complete use of the Earth's resources

d. natural disasters are preventable

5) The world's largest ethnic religion is

- a. Buddhism
- b. Christianity
- c. Hinduism
- d. Islam

6) The world's largest universalizing religion is

- a. Buddhism
- b. Christianity
- c. Hinduism
- d. Islam

7) Which is not an ethnic Asian religion?

- a. Buddhism
- b. Confucianism
- c. Shintoism
- d. Daoism

8) Lutheranism is an example of a Christian

- a. Branch
b. Denomination
c. Religion
d. Sect

9) What policy did the British follow in India?
   a. they divided India into two countries
   b. they forced all of the Hindus to migrate
   c. they turned the problem over to the United Nations
   d. they encouraged the abolishment of the caste system

10) Worship in Hinduism is most likely to take place
   a. in a holy shrine
   b. as part of a pilgrimage
   c. at home
   d. in a pagoda

11) The belief in the existence of only one god is
   a. animism
   b. cosmogony
   c. monotheism
   d. solstice

12) Roman Catholics are clustered in the U.S. southwest primarily because of migration Of
   a. Roman Catholics from Latin America
   b. Roman Catholics from the northeast U.S.
c. Roman Catholics from Ireland

d. Protestants to the north

13) Hinduism's caste system

a. assigns everyone to a distinct class

b. decrees the pilgrimages which should be taken

c. is a substitute for the lack of a holy book

d. identifies a family's important deities

14) A universalizing religion

a. is based on the physical characteristics of a particular location on Earth

b. appeals to people living in a wide variety of locations

b. is rarely transmitted through missionaries

d. is intentionally developed to be a world religion

15) What is the holiest book in Hinduism?

a. the Bible

b. the Old Testament

c. the Quran

d. none of the above

16) The goal of the majority of people living in Northern Ireland is to

a. remain part of the United Kingdom

b. migrate to the Republic of Ireland

c. become part of the Republic of Ireland

d. join the Irish Republican Army
17) Judaism is classified as an ethnic rather than a universalizing religion, primarily because
   a. its main holidays relate to events in the life of its founder, Abraham
   b. it uses a lunar calendar
   c. its rituals derive from the agricultural cycle in Israel
   d. it commemorates the Exodus from Egypt

18) Adherents of which religion controlled much of present-day Spain until 1492, but not since then?
   a. Buddhism
   b. Christianity
   c. Hinduism
   d. Islam

19) Which is a branch of Christianity?
   a. Druze
   b. Eastern Orthodox
   c. Shiite
   d. Theravadin

20) The dominant branch of Islam in Iran is
   a. Druze
   b. Eastern Orthodox
   c. Shiite
   d. Sunni

21) Which of the following is not a universalizing religion?
   a. Buddhism
b. Christianity  
c. Islam  
d. Judaism

22) Followers of which religious branch do not trace their origin to Abraham?

a. Eastern Orthodox  
b. Mahayana  
c. Shiite  
d. Sunni

23) Adherents of which religion have controlled the Holy Land for most of the past 1,500 years?

a. Christianity  
b. Judaism  
c. Hinduism  
d. Islam

24) Especially important in Confucianism is to

a. perform public service  
b. reflect on the mystical and magical aspects of life  
c. respect forces of nature as divine  
d. believe in one all-powerful God

25) The people of Quebec are distinguished from residents of neighboring Canadian provinces and the United States because they

a. don't speak an Indo-European language  
b. are not predominantly Christian
c.  frequently use religious toponyms

d.  want to become part of France again

26) The concept of a ghetto originally referred to the area of a city

a.  inside the walls

b.  inhabited by the lowest-income people

c.  where Jews were forced to live

d.  where most blacks lived

27) Palestinians include all but which of the following?

a.  residents of refugee camps

b.  residents of territories occupied by Israel

c.  citizens of other states calling themselves Palestinians

d.  Jewish citizens of Israel

28) A relatively small group that has broken away from an established church is a

a.  branch

b.  denomination

c.  sect

d.  dialect

29) With respect to the relationship between culture, religion, and the physical environment

a.  few religions derive meaningful events from the physical environment

b.  religious ideas may be responsible for some of the changes people make in the physical environment

c.  religion is no longer an important source of identification for a distinct cultural group

d.  all of the above are true
30) Unlike other universalizing religions, Buddhism
   a. remained concentrated in one region of the world
   b. was not begun by an individual founder
   c. was founded in China
   d. worships more than one god

31) A mosque differs from a church, because a mosque
   a. is not a sanctified place
   b. is not a place of worship
   c. displays a variety of architectural styles
   d. contains relics of the founder

32) Eastern Orthodox is an example of a Christian
   a. branch
   b. denomination
   c. religion
   d. sect

33) The situation in Northern Ireland is the result of
   a. counties in Northern Ireland voting to remain in the United Kingdom
   b. Catholic protest against discrimination by Protestants
   c. British colonial control which contributed to poor economic conditions
   d. all of the above

34) Beliefs concerning the origin of the universe are
   a. animism
35) For most of the past 2,000 years, most Jews have been

a. highly clustered in present-day Israel
b. dispersed around the world
c. concentrated in the United States
d. forced to live in ghettos

36) Which religion is not one of the three most important in Lebanon?

a. Christianity
b. Druze
c. Islam
d. Judaism

37) Which has not been an important cause of Lebanon's civil war?

a. more representation in the government
b. control of important religious shrines
c. more equitable distribution of economic resources
d. discrimination against minority groups

38) A large and fundamental division within a religion is a

a. branch
b. denomination
c. sect
39) A pilgrim to Varanasi (Benares) in India is most likely to be a
   a. Christian
   b. Jew
   c. Hindu
   d. Buddhists

40) Muslims are clustered in
   a. Sub-Saharan Africa
   b. the Middle East or Southwest Asia
   c. Eastern Europe
   d. East Asia

41) Protestants in Ireland are
   a. dispersed throughout the island
   b. recent immigrants from Great Britain
   c. highly clustered in one part of the island
   d. highly integrated with the Roman Catholic population

42) Which ethnic religion follows a lunar calendar?
   a. Hinduism
   b. Islam
   c. Judaism
   d. all of the above
43) Jerusalem is a Holy City to all but which of these religions?
   a. Christianity
   b. Judaism
   c. Hinduism
   d. Islam

44) The United Nations partition plan divided Palestine into all but which of the following?
   a. British Mandate
   b. Arab state
   c. Jerusalem district
   d. Jewish state

45) Christianity first diffused from its hearth through
   a. contagious diffusion
   b. hierarchical diffusion
   c. relocation diffusion
   d. all of the above were equally important

46) The agricultural calendar is relatively unimportant to which type of religions?
   a. animists
   b. ethnic
   c. pagan
   d. universalizing

47) Especially important in Daoism is to
   a. perform public service
b. reflect on the mystical and magical aspects of life

c. respect forces of nature as divine

d. believe in one all-powerful God

48) Which of the following is currently the most important religion in the homeland of the man who founded it?

a. Buddhism

b. Christianity

c. Hinduism

d. Islam

49) Adherents of which religion are also likely to believe in other religions simultaneously?

a. Buddhism

b. Christianity

c. Hinduism

d. Islam

50) Which is not a characteristic of a hierarchical religion?

a. it has a well-defined hierarchical structure

b. it encourages each congregation to be self-sufficient

c. it organizes territory into local administrative units

d. it fosters interaction among different congregations

51) Mahayanists, in contrast to Theravadists, emphasize Buddha's

a. life of self-help

b. compassion
c. renouncing of worldly goods
d. wisdom

52) Muslims consider the mosque as a space for community assembly and is not viewed as a sanctified place. True

53) The two most important concentrations of Muslims outside the main region of the Middle East are Bangladesh and Indonesia. True

54) Sacred structures for collective worship are relatively unimportant in Asian ethnic and universalizing religions. Important religious functions are more likely to take place at home within the family. True

55) A denomination is a division of a sect that unites a number of local congregations in a single legal and administrative body. False

56) Jerusalem is a holy city to all three major universalizing religions. False

57) Hinduism is one of the universalizing religions. False

58) Universalizing religions tend to have precise places of origin based on events in the life of a human being, while ethnic religions tend to have unclear origins not tied to a single historical individual. True

59) Two important branches of Islam are Sunni and Shiite. True

60) Often an ethnic religion derives its holy places from the distinctive physical environment of its hearth. True

61) Catholics in the United States are concentrated in the northeast and southwest. True

62) About 23 percent of the world's population adhere to an ethnic religion. True

63) Ethnic religions diffuse in the same manner universalizing religions do. False

64) There are four major branches of Christianity. False

65) The dominance of Christianity from time to time has been assured through hierarchical diffusion. True
66) Since a believer of Buddhism can also be a believer in other Eastern religions, most Buddhists in China and Japan believe in an ethnic religion simultaneously. **True**

67) Natural landscape features are the holiest places in Islam. **False**

68) Since the 1917 Revolution, the communists have closed all churches in the Soviet Union. **False**

69) Monotheism is the belief in one God. **True**

70) Buddhism is the most important religion in India. **False**

71) The Church plays a more critical role in Christianity than in other religions because attendance at a collective worship is considered extremely important. **True**

72) Individual ethnic religions have more concentrated geographic distributions than universalizing religions. **True**

73) The Ganges is the most holy river for Muslims. **False**

74) The Sunni branch of Islam is the largest. **True**

75) A utopian settlement is an ideal community built around a religious way of life. **True**

76) The largest concentration of Eastern Orthodox Christians is in Eastern Europe. **True**

77) The foundation of Buddhism are Theravada and Mahayana. **True**

78) The majority of people in Lebanon are Jewish. **False**

79) The Catholic church is a good example of a highly autonomous religion. **False**

80) Islam is a less hierarchical religion than Christianity. **True**

81) Animism, a traditional African ethnic religion, believe that inanimate objects have discrete spirits and conscious life. **True**

82) The most troublesome religious boundary in Western Europe is in Ireland. **True**

83) Many religious adherents believe economic development is incompatible with religious values, especially where Christianity is not the predominant religion.

84) Pilgrimages play a significant role in ethnic religions but not in universalizing religions. **False**
85) The Eastern Orthodox branch of Christianity is a collection of fourteen self-governing churches in Eastern Europe and the Middle East. True

86) Lutherans in the United States are concentrated in the northeast and southwest. True

87) The most significant religious land uses are for burial of the dead and religious settlements. True

88) Like churches, mosques are consecrated holy places. False

89) The hearths of all three universalizing religions are found in the Mediterranean region of southern Europe. False

90) Buddhism competes for adherents with Confucianism, Daoism, and Shintoism. False

91) An ethnic religion typically has a more clustered calendar distribution than a universalizing religion in part because its holidays are based on the distinctive physical geography of the homeland. True

92) The principal purpose of the holidays in universalizing religions is to commemorate events in the founder's life. True

93) Christianity has the most widespread geographic distribution of any religion. True

94) The type of Hinduism practiced depends in part on the individual's caste. True

95) Fundamentalism is on the rise in much of the world and is a contributor to more intense religious conflict. True

96) Confucianism, Daoism (Taoism), Shintoism, and Judaism, are all ethnic religions. True